
NORMATIVE THESIS STATEMENT

In many disciplines, including economics and philosophy, a normative statement expresses a value judgment about
whether a situation is desirable or.

Contact Normative and descriptive statements Quite some of the problems that students run in to can be
mended by distinguishing more clearly between normative and descriptive statements. This statement is
testable and is therefore not an example of a normative statement. This says, "The government should raise
taxes "on the wealthy to pay for helping the poor. However, we could add in some sort of explicit information
that makes the statement testable. Institutions Profiles Non-academic sites Not looking for my academic
work? Primarily, normative is used as being opposed to descriptive as explained above. For one, we do not
know if China is manipulating its currency and then we do not know if it would be a good idea or not for
China to stop. Alright, let's look at another one. So as you can see from the above list of examples of
normative statements they all include opinions or beliefs and focus on stressing examples of what "ought to
be" rather than fact based descriptions of what currently exists. Music activities are announced at www.
However, sometimes the distinction is made that morality is the set of norms that we adhere to
unproblematically, while ethics is the activity of reflecting on morality and its problems. Is this a normative
statement or a positive statement? President Trump is the ugliest President in the history of the United States.
Someone is expressing their belief or opinion. It might be true, it might be false, maybe your test is even
inconclusive, but it can be tested, you could try to run a simulation, you could look at case studies of countries
that did do this and see what happens to their economy versus ones that didn't do it. Note: this one can be
debated; it might just be an empirical account of the fact that I love forests. They are typically such that we do
not only believe that we ourselves should accept them, but that it is also necessary that others do so which is
not to say that they actually do, nor that we have the right or means to force them to. The specific subset of
normative claims that forms the set of moral claims is generally agreed upon to be characterized by the
following properties. If a statement could be easily proven true or false with adequate data then it is likely not
a normative statement. Note however, that mathematical knowledge is not at all normative in the first sense,
normative-as-prescriptive. Indeed, moral and ethical claims are generally normative; but they do not exhaust
all possibilities. Well once again, this can be tested. It is rather a matter of taste, or perhaps a judgment by
someone who is particularly authoritative because of some special expertise. Therefore, it qualifies as a
normative statement! Those who use social media more than 20 hours per week are shown to have lower
grades in school. A circle should be drawn using a compass â€” this is by its semantic form clearly a
normative phrase, and if you are told so by your maths teacher, you will understand that it is a normative
statement that you better comply with. This is not a normative statement because it is not a belief or opinion
but something we could test and verify or not. Whether it is social media, cell phones, or lack of manners
Normative statements present an evaluative account, or an account of how the world should be. Normativity
and its antonyms Usually, it is not the most convincing argumentative strategy to explain something by
examples of what it is not.


